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Vocollect Light
Industrial Solution
Extending Voice-Enabled
Productivity

Vocollect’s Light Industrial Solution is a voice-directed workflow solution for customers who want to
significantly improve productivity and accuracy.  This is a purpose-built, voice-only, wearable solution for DCs
that do not deploy voice in freezers or extremely wet environments.
The Light Industrial Solution is based on the Vocollect Talkman® T1 and lightweight SL-4 headset along with
Vocollect VoiceClient® software for superior speech recognition and VoiceConsole® for centralized device
and configuration management.  
The software and management platform for the solution are shared across Vocollect’s other products.
This reduces implementation cost for existing customers who add this solution to their operation.

Light Industrial Solution - Leverages Years of Experience
Vocollect’s Light Industrial Solution is based on a platform that has provided years of successful use by
hundreds of thousands of mobile workers worldwide. Vocollect designed the Light Industrial Solution for
voice-only warehouse workflows such as selection, cycle-counting and put-to-store.
The Light Industrial Solution represents a reduced Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) because there is no screen
or keypad on the T1. This eliminates the two items that most commonly break on conventional handheld
devices.

Integrated Package
The behind-the-head SL-4 Vocollect Light Industrial Headset
provides a comfortable fit while maintaining an approachable appearance for the wearer… perfect for employees who have other
responsibilities throughout the day.  It offers ease of use without
compromising the speech recognition performance that is critical
to delivering return-on-investment in voice applications.  
Workers will appreciate the lightweight form factor; the behindthe-head orientation that doesn’t interfere with glasses, hair
styles or headwear; and the light weight cord that doesn’t drag or
get in the way.  Both right and left ear models are available.

www.vocollect.com

info@vocollect.com

Vocollect Light Industrial Solution

Easy to Operate
Modular and Space Saving

Vocollect Software

The Light Industrial Solution with Talkman T1 is also easy to use

Terminal Software

VoiceClient 3.7

Terminal Management Software

VoiceConsole 3.2

Run Processes

Tasks

Talkman Voice Appliance

Talkman T1

Speech Recognition

Excellent

Processor

PXA270 @416MHz

Memory

64MB RAM, 64MB Flash

Bluetooth Stack

None

Serial Ports

None

Operating Temperature

0° to 50° C (32° to 122° F)

There is no need to remove its battery; workers in a hurry can

Storage Temperature

-40° to 70° C (-40° to 158° F)

simply drop the T1 in for a charge.  However, there is also a slot

Drop Tested

1.2 m (4’) drop*

Weight

150g (5.3 oz) with battery

Length

10 cm (4”)

Width

5.15 cm (2.03”)

Depth

2.4 cm (0.95”)

Vocollect VoiceConsole - the same management agent that is

Battery

2000mAh

used for all of the Talkman family.

Battery Indication

No

The entire portfolio of existing warehouse management software

Humidity

5 - 95% Non-condensing

Rain/Dust Sealing Rating

IP54

Headset Support

SL-4

they can simply add the Talkman T1 to their operation without

Configurations Supported

SL-4 Only (Wired)

additional training.  The new versions of software which support

Operating Temperature

0° C (32° F) to 50° C (122° F)

Dust/Water Resistance Rating

IP54

Humidity

5 - 95% Non-condensing

Weight with straight cord/cable

62g (2.19 oz)

and store.  The small multi-bay combination battery and terminal
charger won’t take up valuable operational space with cabling or
require complex operating procedures.

The T1 Voice Appliance easily slips into and out of the charger.  

in the front of each terminal charging bay to charge an additional
battery for longer shifts or back-to-back shift operations.  

Easy to Operate
Uses Existing Vocollect Software
As part of a family of products, the Talkman T1 is managed by

(WMS) solutions is also available in addition to full Vocollect
VoiceLink® support.
Customers who are already using Vocollect software will find that

Talkman T1 will manage all existing products and have the same
look and feel of the prior versions.

* The T1 device is not designed to be repeatedly dropped.
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Vocollect, Inc. is the number one provider of voice solutions for mobile workers
worldwide, helping customers achieve a higher level of business performance
through voice. Every day Vocollect enables over 300,000 workers worldwide to
distribute more than $3 billion dollars’ worth of goods from distribution centers
and warehouses to customer locations. A global team of over 2,000 supply
chain reseller and channel partner experts supports Vocollect Voice
offerings in 60 countries and in over 35 languages. Vocollect’s VoiceWorld
Suite integrates with all major WMS and ERP systems, including SAP, and
supports the industry’s leading mobile device solutions.
For more information, visit www.vocollect.com
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